Notif-IT
Workflow for submission of draft NSR according to RSD Article 8(7)
1. MS submits a draft rule
according to Article 8(7) in
Notif-IT

Note: If a rule is adopted by MS
before rule examination is completed
by EC , related information is shown
in Notif-IT and the label "draft"
changes to "in force".

Immediately for EC and ERA Actions,
and for MS steps 9b and 10c

2 months

2 months

2. The draft rule is automatically published in
Notif-IT. Marked "submitted" and "draft"

3a. ERA checks if draft rule is NSR following the 10
questions in the Notif-IT checklist.
Marked "in pre-evaluation" and "draft".

3b. MS and sector are invited
to provide comments within 2
months

4a. Check complete, info to MS
about result. Marked "preevaluation complete" and "draft".

4b. Comments from MS and
the sector. The comments
made public.

5. Examination by EC.
Marked "in examination" and "draft".

Consider
translation

6. Is the rule
NSR?

7a. If not, information to
MS and in Notif-IT. Marked
"examination complete NSR status not confirmed"
and "draft".

8a(2). MS
modifies the
rule

8a(1). MS
withdraws the rule.
Marked "rule
withdrawn".

7b. If yes, does EC have
serious doubts?

8c. If no serious doubts,
information to MS and in
Notif-IT. Label "examination
complete - NSR status
confirmed" and "draft".

8b. If there are
serious doubts,
information from EC
to MS (start of the 6
months period)
9b. MS suspends
the adoption/entry
into force/
application of rule

8a(3). MS continues to
apply rule as NSR under
its own responsibility

6 months

10b(1). EC
starts
procedure
under
Article 27(2)

Optional
10b(2). EC asks ERA for evaluation
according to Article 9a or 21b in
the Agency Regulation
10b(3). ERA evaluates the rule
content in detail in accordance
with EC request

Immediately

12b(1). EC Decision adopted.
Information in Notif-IT. Rule marked
"examination complete" and "draft".

13b. If the rule has to
be withdrawn, marked
"rule not accepted"
and "draft"
14b. MS withdraws the
rule. Marked "rule
withdrawn".

14c(1). If no
substantial
change, the
rule is
validated by
EC

10c. MS provides
remaining information
and final rule text
according to Article 8(4).
Marked "in evaluation"
and "in force".

14c(2). If
text is
changed
substantially
, changes be
evaluated.
Marked
"rule not
accepted"
and "in
force".

13c.
Substantial
change of
text?

9c. MS adopts the rule.

9a. Infringement
procedure

Mandatory

15c. Rule is marked
"validation
complete" and
"in force"

11c. ERA checks
new information.
Marked
"evaluation
complete" and
"in force".

12c.
Validation
by EC

Optional
10b(4). EC
may have
informal
discussion
with MS

11b. Adopted EC Decision
according to Article 27(2) at the
end of 6 months period?

12b(2). EC Decision not adopted.
Information in Notif-IT. Rule marked
"examination complete" and "draft".

13d. MS amends the rule (if requested
by EC Decision), adopts the rule and
provides remaining information
according to Article 8(4).
Marked "in evaluation" and "in force".

19d(2) Infringement
procedure

14d. ERA checks
new information.
Marked
"evaluation
complete" and "in
force".

18d(2). Rule is marked "rule
not accepted" and "in force"

15d.
Validation
by EC

17d(2). If no,
the rule is not
validated

16d. EC
decision wholly
implemented ?

17d(1). If
yes, the rule
is validated

18d(1). Rule is marked "validation
complete" and "in force"

